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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer question one and any other two questions  
      
   
QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a) Distinguish between:         (4 Marks) 
(i) Slip and mistake. 

(ii) Gulf of execution and gulf of evaluation. 

b) Highlight any 6 issues to consider when doing an evaluation of a system.  (6 Marks) 

c) There are three types of human memory.  Describe them.     (6 Marks) 

d) What qualities does a usable system have?      (6 Marks) 

e) A HTA description consists of two main components. What are they?   (4 Marks) 

f) What contributions do you think that each of the following professional might bring to the field of 

HCI?           (4 Marks) 
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(i) Psychologists. 

(ii) Sociologists. 

(iii)  Information system experts. 

(iv) Computer scientists.  

 

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS) 
a) Imagine that you want to design a travel planner for yourself.  You might use this system to plan 

your route, check visa requirements, book flight or train tickets, investigate the facilities at your 

destination, and so on.  Assume that the system is destined to run on a tablet for the purpose of 

activity. 

(i) Make a list of the user experience and usability goals for the system.  (4 Marks) 

(ii) Outline the initial screen or two for this system, showing its main functionality and its 

general look and feel.        (6 Marks) 

  

b) What is interaction design?  Describe four basic activities in interaction design.  (10 Marks) 

 

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) 

a) Discuss how internet multimedia communication collaborations (video conferencing, virtual 

reality) may cause problems with social interactions between cultures.   (10 Marks) 

b) What aspects would you want to evaluate for the following systems: 

(i) A personal music player (e.g. a smart phone app)     (5 Marks) 

(ii) A website for selling clothes.       (5 Marks) 

             

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) 

a) Assume there is an interactive product for booking tickets online for events like concerts, the 

theater, and the cinema.  Most venues have an online booking facility already, but it can be 

awkward and frustrating to identify and book the seats you want.  Perform a task analysis on the 

main task associated with the ticket booking system, i.e. booking a ticket.  (10 Marks) 

b) Briefly describe any two interaction styles and cite at least one advantage and one disadvantage of 

that interaction style.         (10 Marks) 
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QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) 

a) Explain why CSCW systems have grown in their importance over recent year.  (5 Marks) 

b) Why is producing standard for interface design important?  What king of benefits can they 

provide?           (5 Marks) 

c) Look at the paragraph that describes Michael’s word-processing task (reproduced below). Mark 

up this paragraph into activities that sensibly constitute a subtask.  Construct a HTA description 

of this task.           (10 Marks) 

 

Note: 

We then go to the next office to observe Remi using his word processor to do something similar.  He 

settles down in front of his computer and open his word processing package, using a document 

template that already includes his own address and today’s date.  He opens his electronic address 

book, finds the appropriate address and uses his mouse to copy and paste the address from the 

address book into his document.  He starts on the body of the text: 

“Dear …” When he has finished composing the letter on the screen, he selects the ‘print’ option and 

waits until a message appears on his screen to say “Your document Letter to KME has been printed 

on Laser 6”.  He gets up and walks out to the shared printer area, heads for the printer in the far 

corner, and flicks through the pages that have accumulated there until he finds his letter.  He picks it 

up, walks back to his desk, reads it through and signs it.  The printer does not print on envelopes, so 

he finds a sheet of mailing labels that will fit through the printer.  He has a document template that is 

set up to print in the format appropriate for mailing labels, so he opens that and copies the 

information from his electronic address book to this new file.  He selects the print option, 

remembering to select the option for ‘manual feed’ (so that he can place the blank mailing label 

sheet in the manual feed tray of the printer).  He then walks out to the printer and inserts the mailing 

labels in the manual feed tray then hurries back to his office to click on the “OK” button that has 

now appeared next to the message “Manual feed: click OK when ready to print.” He walks back to 

the printer again to collect the printed label, then goes to find an envelope.  He folds the letter and 

slips it into the envelope, sticks the mailing label on the envelope, then seals it.  Task completed.  


